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Hypothesis

Abstract
Electroencephalogram (EEG) remains a brain signal
processing technique that allows one to gain understanding
of the complex inner mechanisms of the brain and abnormal
brain waves have shown to be associated with particular
brain disorders. These time series data, model the electrical
behavioral aspect of the brain’s activity and a major objective
of data modelling is to learn faithful how to evaluate such
models by the use of signal features of the time series.
Introduction
Any model that we are trying to construct in order to simulate the
desired process offer a degree uncertainty when running the model
over the actual data; the two main reasons for this is data
discrepancies and model discrepancies, which can be corrected up
to a threshold based on the use of confidence intervals and
prediction intervals.
Confidence intervals (CI) evaluate the model’s uncertainty with the
fluctuation of the standard error (SE). Generating accurate CI and
prediction intervals (PI) is extremely important when modelling time
series data; assuming that the arriving time series data passed as
inputs to the model (in our case it is usually a neural network - NN)
are noisy and we would like to evaluate the impact of these
corrupted data on the variance of the model’s output. Via the
nonlinear connectionist function.

The hypothesis that we want to test is whether we can apply this
novelties of the CI to the EEG time series and to fit a DNN to the
signal and infer physiological elements out it the outcome of the
network.

Methods
In order to test out hypothesis we need to train out DNN o a set of EEG
recording sets that contain different physiological states (sleep, eye-blink and
breathing) or different task performing experiments. We process the data sets by
using the gradient-descent technique to train the DNN to produce the PIs. We
will divide the training of the network in three phases:
The weight of the variance-learning part of the network are trained using the
BP algorithm.
The second part of the training in when the weight of the variance-learning
part of the network are trained using different subsets from the data, while
the mean-learning part is not trained
The third phase both network parts are trained over all available data to
minimize the negative log-likelihood function.

Expected Results

Leaning simultaneously the mean and the variance of the target
distribution can be accomplished with a two-output NN architecture;
having separate output nodes for the mean and the variance. The
training of such a network can be performed following the ML
method, which involves minimization of the following negative loglikelihood function:

The Density NN have been especially developed for learning the
input dependent confidence in the predictions when processing time
series. The use of DNNs helps us to avoid overfitting both the mean
and the time-varying variance. The use of DNNs can also be made
for highlighting the novelties in the recorded time series and the use
of those can be seen in a wide rage as medical systems and
financial ones.

Novelties in time series
We can define novelties as unexpected values or sequence of
values in the time series and they can help in the detection of
machine failures or frauds in financial application or physiological
disorders in patients which have the recorder of their EEG of ECG or
EOG being recorded so that the physician can infer a proper
treatment of intervention for the subject. The collection set of such
examples can be found at http://www.cs.ucr.edu/ eamonn/di
scords. This set of signals was used to discover discords in time
series, which can be defined as a sequence within the time series
that is least similar to all other sequences (Adriano L, Silvio R. 2006)
which can be of great benefit in case of medical research.
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